CHAPTER IV.
KNOWING AND BEIN&/1
professor Ferrier, in his Institutes of Metaphysic, remarks that
the mistake which the Ancient Greeks committed in their philoso-
phical investigation was, that they began enquiry into the question
of Being before an enquiry into the question of Knowing. The right
course to pursue was to arrive first at a correct theory of Knowledge,
and with that view to ascertain first what we do, as a fact, know, and
what we can never possibly know, and then, in the light of what we
thus discover, find out what is. The theory of Being, thus arrived at,
becomes a reasoned and demonstrated truth and not a mere surmise.
Whatever may be said of Ancient Greece in this comiection, it
does not appear likely that Indian Epistemology was guilty of that
fault in its method. It must be remembered that Ancient India
had reached what is called the third or subjective stage of philoso-
phic thought; and the great peculiarity of the Indian Admita is that
it starts with the Self as the highest ground of certitude ; for though
everything else might be doubted, the doubter could not doubt him-
self (Shankar's BodUrya).
The Veddnt folly recognises that in every cognition the Self is a
necessary and invariable element2. Professor Ferrier characterises
this truth as "the fundamental necessity to which all intelligence
is subject in the acquisition of Knowledge.)? It is, says he, the pri-
mary canon in. ttie code of Reason.3
Shankar has, again and again, emphasised this truth in almost
the same manner as Professor Ferrier has done. He often com-
plains that " our intellect is quite engrossed in external objects, and
that we do not properly investigate into the right sources of Know-
ledge." The Self (he says) is self-proved; it is not a thing unknown
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1 Originally contributed to 'East and     2 Bhag. Git. II, 16.
y for 1905, pp. 164-172 and pp. 662-     , yemer-s c Met.', p. 80. ^^>

